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The future is closer than you think. 

You can pay attention now or watch 

the transformation happen right in 

front of your eyes. 

NICKY VERB
Author “Disrupt Yourself, or Be Disrupted”



A Lot is Changing at 

AbbVie Canada 

External 

Internal

Merger of AbbVie & Allergan

Adapt & evolve multichannel environment capabilities 

22 product launches ahead 

Disruption of face-to-face engagement with customers and 
colleagues

Health landscape is changing at a more rapid pace



A Lot is Changing on 

the AbbVie Canada 

Learning Team too

The learning function has a vision:
create a transparent, agile, measurable, and 
innovative learning community that listens and 
supports the entire organization to be future ready.

Continuously adapting Best-in-Class Learning - 
We already have a strong presence in commercial, 
need to expand to whole organization

Learning council
Listen and understand
Decide on future actions
Diversify voices



WHY IS A ROBUST NEEDS 
ANALYSIS IMPORTANT?



Skill building is more 

prevalent than it was prior 

to the pandemic, with 69% 

of learning professionals 

doing more skill building 

now than they did before 

the COVID-19 crisis.

McKinsey Global Survey 2020

Changes in actions used to close skill gaps, 

since the end of 2019, % of respondents1

1Respondents who answered “no change” or “don’t know” are not shown; n = 700. 
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Organizations across 

industries say they are 

already experiencing 

skill gaps, or expect to 

within the next 5 years. 

When do you think your organization will 

experience skills gaps?

Note: Respondents who said “don’t know” are not shown.

Source: McKinsey Global Survey of 1,216 participants on skill gaps and reskilling efforts, 2019
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What exactly are “upskilling” and “reskilling”?

UPSKILLING

• To improve current job 
performance

• Related to current 
position

RESKILLING

• To perform a different job

• Not related to current 
position

Gaining 
new skills



Taking a Strategic Approach to Upskilling and Reskilling

• Learning strategy planning
• Execution of learning 

interventions

• Competency mapping
• Learning needs 

analysis

• Strategic planning
• Value proposition 

canvas

• “Voice of the 
customer” surveys, 
focus groups

• Third party research



Taking a Strategic Approach to Upskilling and Reskilling

• Learning strategy planning
• Execution of learning 

interventions

• Competency mapping
• Learning needs 

analysis

• Strategic planning
• Value proposition 

canvas

• “Voice of the 
customer” surveys, 
focus groups

• Third party research

30% of L&D time 
spent doing this!



WE NEED TO FIND FASTER / 
BETTER WAYS TO CONDUCT 

NEEDS ANALYSIS



The Challenges We 

Tackled

What did we want to achieve 
with the needs analysis?

How could we use technology 
to be more efficient? 

1

How do we make this 
meaningful to the rest of the 
organization? 

2

3

4

How should we structure the 
data to get valuable insights?



What did we want to achieve 
with the needs analysis?

We set big goals but knew it would be 

iterative to get there. 



Our Goals

Support achievement of 
Best-In-Class Learning

Identify company-wide and function-specific 
learning priorities for the next three years

Enable data-driven decision-making about 
learning for better performance

First deployment: Spring 2021 → Refine process 
Second deployment, Nov 2021



How could we use 
technology to be more 
efficient? 

Where Employee Voice Meets AI



Current Approaches
(There’s a lot of them)

EMPLOYEE VOICE

• Interviews 

• Surveys 

• Performance 
management outputs

DATA

• LMS assessment scores

• Business KPIs

• Voice of customer 
surveys

• Most common search 
queries

STAKEHOLDER VOICE

• A leader tells you they need 
training on “x”

• Interviews

• Focus groups

• Coaching reports 

• Performance management 
outputs
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We want to hear from you in the chat: 

How do you approach needs 

analysis currently? 

What’s working, what are the challenges? 



Current Approaches
(There’s a lot of them)

EMPLOYEE VOICE

• Interviews 

• Surveys 

• Performance 
management outputs

DATASTAKEHOLDER VOICE



EMPLOYEE 

VOICE 

Voluntary communication 
of suggestions, opinions, 
concerns, ideas

Requires a “safe space”

1

Critical that the 
feedback gets actioned

Continuous approaches (e.g., 
pulse surveys) are becoming 
more common

2

3

4



EMPLOYEE SURVEYS FOR NEEDS ANALYSIS

Lorem ipsum congue 
tempus

Lorem ipsum 
tempus

Lorem ipsum congue 
tempus

Lorem ipsum 
tempus

Lorem ipsum congue 
tempus

Lorem ipsum 
tempus

Let’s start treating 
adult learners 

like adults.

Generate 
richer data 
by listening 

to ALL 
voices

Carefully 
crafted 

questions can 
give you a 

wealth of info 
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How do we empower every 

employee via needs analysis while 

keeping the process efficient?

Create a employee survey that uses 

open-ended free text questions to 

understand employee needs

Use technology (Natural Language 

Processing)  to analyze unstructured 

text responses in a fast and efficient 

way



Why Open-ended 

Questions

Respondents can provide 
in-depth answers without the 
influence of predetermined 
choices

Gain rich & valuable insights 
into what employees really 
think and feel

1

Allow for unexpected insights

Data analysis is automated 
using NLP

2

3

4



Leveraging Artificial 
Intelligence

Artificial intelligence leverages 
computers and machines to mimic the 
problem-solving and decision-making 

capabilities of the human mind.

Examples:
Alexa or Siri speech recognition
Personalized recommendations

Email or text auto-complete/correct



Natural Language 
Processing (NLP)

A branch of AI that gives computers the 
ability to understand text and spoken 
words in much the same way human 

beings can.

Examples:
Google Translate

Virtual Agents/Chatbots
Customer review sentiment analysis



Using Natural Language Processing 
in Employee Voice Surveys

Turning raw text into 
insights

• Content categorization

• Topic discovery and 
modeling

• Sentiment analysis

• Document 
summarization

Large volumes of 
unstructured, text data

NLP can analyze large 
volumes of unstructured 
text data without fatigue 
and in a consistent way



The Learning Needs Analysis Approach

EMPLOYEE VOICE

• Organization wide 
learning needs analysis 
survey using open 
ended questions 

• Use NLP to analyze 
responses

DATASTAKEHOLDER VOICE

• Interviews 

• Focus groups

• HR data

• External 
benchmarking



How should we structure the 
data to get valuable 
insights? 

It was more complicated than it 

sounds



What are the Right Dimensions to Consider?
Tenure: 

● Less than 1 year
● 1-10 years
● 10+ years

Location:
● Office
● In-Field

What Is Your Role?
● People Manager
● Individual Contributor

Business Units:
● Immunology (Dermatology)
● Immunology (Rheumatology)
● Immunology (Gastroenterology)
● Specialty (Women’s Health)
● Specialty (Eye Care)
● Specialty (HCV)
● Specialty (Men’s Health)
● Specialty (Migraine)
● Specialty (Movement Disorder)
● Specialty (Psychiatry)
● Specialty (Established 

Products)
● Oncology

Functions:
● Medical
● Patient Experience
● Sales
● Marketing
● Customer Excellence
● Trade Relations
● Learning & Development
● Market Access / Pricing
● Regulatory Affairs / QA 
● External Affairs / Communications
● GPRD 
● Supply Chain / Logistics 
● Office Services
● BTS
● HR
● Finance

We had to consider how we wanted to slice and 
dice the data

And what skills framework(s) we wanted to use 
during the analysis



The 10-Question Survey Was Deployed with 
Several Company-wide Communications 



Turning qualitative text data into 
quantitative insights



Process for analyzing unstructured text data
in employee surveys

H
O

W

Data Visualization

Visualize data to 
communicate key insights 
and aid in decision 
making

3
Trends 
Identification

Splice and dice data to 
identify trends based 
on filters (role, 
function, etc.)

2Topic Discovery

Accurately capture the 
meaning and themes in 
unstructured text data

1

● Natural Language 
Processing algorithm 

● Augmented by human 
validation

● Excel Pivot Table ● Excel or other data 
visualization software



Step 1: Topic Discovery

Time for learning / 
reflection

Cross functional collaboration / 
information sharing

Communication, presentation, 
listening, questioning

Product / therapeutic 
area knowledge

Emotional 
Intelligence / empathy Storytelling

Example question: 
What skills and knowledge training would most help you succeed in your role in the short term (this year)?

Natural Language 
Processing 

+
human validation 
and refinement



Step 2: Trends Identification

Topics discovered from step 1

Filter 
(example: by 

business unit)

Build pivot table in Excel



Step 3: Data Visualization
Visualize insights based on pivot table data



A Closer Look at the Report

Insights Data



How Do We Make This 
Meaningful to the Rest of 
the Organization? 

Using storytelling to communicate 

actionable insights



Communication Back to 

the Organization

Presented to Learning Council so they could 

understand what it meant to their teams, and 

HR leaders.

Next was getting leadership’s understanding 

with what it was saying so we could create 

action items post survey

Shared results broadly via Sharepoint



REFLECTIONS
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What worked well:

Empowered employees to share their 

perspectives candidly 

● Responses were thoughtful and 

provided lots of valuable ideas

The richness of the data and insights were 

far beyond what a typical survey could 

provide

AI enabled the analysis of a large volume 

of text data in an efficient and quantifiable 

way



The NLP algorithm we used was not very accurate in identifying/categorizing 
topics related to Learning & Development, and the client organizational context
● Human language is highly contextual and nuanced
● Required additional human interpretation and categorization (i.e., combining 

listening, questions skills under the category of communication skills)

You don’t need open-ended questions for everything
● We are refining how we ask questions in the next iteration
● includes a combination of closed- and open-ended questions

1

2

Key Lessons Learned



WHAT’S NEXT?



Looking Forward

Currently refining & deploying to all of 
OneAbbVie

Using the approach annually to gage needs, 
embedded into our learning planning 
process 

Keep questions consistent to see trends and 
impact of our activities 



Our Next Steps:

Approach

Building  an improved survey with 
balanced open and closed-ended 
questions

Experimenting with better NLP 
algorithms that can analyze learning 
and organizational-specific data

1

Enhancing  data visualization by 
exploring  platforms such as Power BI

2

3



Our vision is that by combining technology with 

thoughtful design, we can give employees the 

agency to have a say in their own learning & 

development, and doing so in a way that’s 

efficient and impactful to the business.



QUESTIONS?

metrixgroup.com

iain.boomer@abbvie.com
jknox@metrixgroup.com
qfeng@metrixgroup.com

mailto:iain.boomer@abbvie.com
mailto:jknox@metrixgroup.com
mailto:qfeng@metrixgroup.com
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DOWNLOAD THE MOBILE APP!

Stay Connected
www.LTENConference.com/app

1. From your mobile device, search app stores 
for “LTEN Conference” 

2. Open the App and Login using your 
email and password.

APP SPONSORED BY
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YOUR FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT TO US
Please complete the workshop evaluation located in the 
app. Your feedback will help us improve the program. 

1. From the Agenda, select this session.

2. Scroll down to click on the ‘Share Your Feedback’ 
button.

If you do not want to complete the survey in the mobile app, you can 
collect a hard copy form at the registration desk. 


